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THE HINDU VOCABULARY

1. Propel (Verb)

Meaning: to cause something to move forward; to push or 
move something somewhere, often with a lot of force

Synonyms: push, shove, thrust, drive

Antonyms:  regulate, restrain, control, constrain

Sentence: In order to propel the ministry into commission, 
the church was accepting monetary donations.



THE HINDU VOCABULARY

2. Lucrative (Adjective) : लाभप्रद

Meaning: producing much money or making a significant 
profit

Synonyms: profitable, worthwhile, remunerative, 
beneficial

Antonyms: unprofitable,poorly paid, loss-making, impotent

Sentence: Mr. Chen makes a lucrative income by selling 
fresh tuna at the market.



3. Put someone in the shade (Idiom)

Meaning: to be so good that another person or thing 
does not seem important or worth very much

Synonyms: surpass, outshine, overshadow, be head and 
shoulders above

Sentence: Although I thought I'd done well, my sister's 
exam results put mine in the shade.
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THE HINDU VOCABULARY

4. Trumpet (Verb) : घोषणा करना

Meaning: to make known openly or publicly

Synonyms: announce, publish, proclaim

Antonyms: withhold, conceal, suppress

Sentence: The company trumpeted the launch of the new 
phone with none of the bugs the old one was known for.



THE HINDU VOCABULARY

5. Lenity (Noun) : सज्जनता

Meaning: kind, gentle, or compassionate treatment 
especially toward someone

Synonyms: mercy, clemency, empathy

Antonyms: vengeance, revenge, ruthlessness

Sentence: Michael was admired for his lenity and tolerance.



THE HINDU VOCABULARY

6. Veneer (Noun) : ददखावा

Meaning: a deceptively attractive external appearance

Synonyms: facade, gloss

Sentence: Marcia wears a veneer of friendliness while 
trying to backstab everyone in the office. 



THE HINDU VOCABULARY

7. Renascence (Noun) : नवयुग

Meaning: the revival of something that has been 
dormant.

Synonyms: revival, rebirth, resurgence

Antonyms: extinction, expiration

Sentence: The politician suggested there would 
be a renascence in the country’s coal industry, but 
that type of revival seems unlikely.



THE HINDU VOCABULARY

8. Perspicacious (Adjective) : कुशाग्र बुद्धि

Meaning: having a ready insight into and 
understanding of things

Synonyms: discerning, shrewd, perceptive

Antonyms: foolish, idiotic, moronic

Sentence: He was perspicacious enough to realize 
that things were soon going to change.





Find the correct one?

Antonym of GRUDGE

1. Amity
2. Unyielding
3. Savage
4. Agree

Meaning: Grudge is a strong feeling of anger and 
dislike for a person who you feel has treated you 
badly, amity means to have a good and pleasant 
relation
Solution: 1. Amity



Find the correct one?

Antonym of KNAVE

1. Silly
2. Opinionated
3. Paragon
4. Unyielding

Meaning:  Knave is a dishonest man while Paragon is a person or 
thing that is perfect or has an extremely large amount of a 
particular good characteristic 
Solution: 3. Paragon



Find the correct one?

Antonym of SUBSEQUENT

1. Ancestor
2. Preceding
3. Mourn
4. destroy

Meaning: Subsequent is coming after something in time or 
following; Preceding means coming before something in order, 
position, or time
Solution: 2. Preceding



Find the correct one?

Antonym of TRAGEDY

1. Friendship
2. Distress
3. Hazy
4. Comedy

Meaning:  Tragedy ends with pain and suffering, 
Comedy is pleasant, makes others laugh and enjoy.
Solution:  4. Comedy



Find the correct one?

Synonym of TRANSMISSION

1. administer
2. conveyance
3. connect
4. disconnect

Meaning: transmission is to transfer; a process of 
sending; the process of taking somebody/something 
from one place to another.
Solution: 2. conveyance



Find the correct one?

Synonym of CONSORT

1. Protect
2. Partner
3. Convoy
4. Guide

Meaning: consort is the husband or wife of a ruler..
Solution: 2. Partner



Find the correct one?

Synonym of CODDLE

1. twig
2. Take care
3. Pay attention
4. cheat

Meaning: coddle is to treat somebody with too much 
care and attention
Solution: 2. Take care, 3. Pay attention



Find the correct one?

Synonym of INCLEMENT

1. selfish
2. active
3. unfavorable
4. inactive

Meaning: inclement is something not pleasant; cold, wet, 
etc.; unfavourable
Solution: 3. unfavorable



IDIOMS & PHRASES

Chew the cud

1. Go back to a situation

2. To think deeply and carefully

3. Be random about something

4. Tough task to accomplish

Solution: 2. To think deeply and carefully



IDIOMS & PHRASES

Cut a sorry figure

1. Did not stand straight

2. Apologised for his remarks

3. Made a poor impression

4. To be very efficient

Solution: 3. Made a poor impression



IDIOMS & PHRASES

Bring to light

1. Revealed

2. Seen

3. Brought to life

4. Be angry with yourself 

Solution: 1. Revealed



IDIOMS & PHRASES

You find a black sheep in every community.

1. one who does not cooperate

2. Person with a bad reputation

3. one who lives a life of shame

4. one who is always doing wrong.

Solution : 2. Person with a bad reputation



ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION

1. An imaginary place or state in which everything is perfect-
Utopia

2. Constant efforts to achieve something-
Perseverance

3. The burial of a corpse -
Interment

4. The act of damaging somebody’s reputation by saying/writing bad/false 
things about him -
4. Defamation



TODAY’S EDITORIAL TOPIC

Golden fist: On the victory for Indian 

women boxers

Indian women boxers, with their gold haul, should 

inspire others 



Indian women boxers collected four gold medals — like their 
predecessors in 2006, M.C. Mary Kom, Sarita Devi, K.C. Lekha
and R.L. Jenny — in the Delhi World championships to make an 
emphatic statement ahead of the Hangzhou Asian Games, a 
qualifying event for the 2024 Paris Olympics. Seventeen years 
ago, when India recorded its best ever showing of four golds, 
one silver and three bronzes, the event was still young and 
women’s boxing was six years away from making its Olympics 
debut. The current performance of four golds, when the sport is 
in the Olympics and the event receiving 300-plus entries from 65 
countries (this despite the boycott by some prominent nations as 
Russian and Belarusian athletes were participating under their 
flags amid the Ukraine war) is remarkable as it has propelled the 
third-time host to top the table.



Golden girls Nitu Ghanghas (48kg), Nikhat Zareen (50kg),

Lovlina Borgohain (75kg) and Saweety Boora (81kg) had

different accomplishments but needed to prove

themselves again. Nitu, a Commonwealth Games gold

medallist, was keen on making a mark at the elite level.

Nikhat, the 52kg World champion, who came down to an

Olympic weight and was unseeded, had to face six tough

opponents and assert herself in the new class to become

the second Indian after Mary to win more than one World

title. Olympic medallist Lovlina, also a two-time World

bronze medallist, was determined to establish herself in a

new Olympic weight. Thirty-year-old Saweety, a 2014 World

silver medal, wanted to underscore that she was no less.

Some exciting talents that included 19-year-old Preeti Sai

Pawar (54kg) and Jaismine Lamboria (60kg), impressed

everyone. With multiple boxers vying for each spot, the

coaches face a ‘good problem’ in the build-up to the



The event, demonstrating the competitiveness and

appeal of women’s boxing, should encourage the

International Boxing Association (IBA), which is in

conflict with the International Olympic Committee due

to its exclusion from the Olympics over various

issues. The IBA, monitored on site by an independent

McLaren team, tried to ensure transparency and

fairness. It took action against below-par match

officials and athletes who seemingly enjoyed an

unfair advantage.



It offered a lucrative prize purse, including $100,000 to each 
winner, and financial support to boxers as an incentive to 
boost participation. The successful conduct of the event, 
barring the odd blip, has encouraged the IBA to look at India, 
a potential market, as a boxing destination. Eyeing a better 
performance in the Olympics, the Boxing Federation of 
India’s desire to stage more elite events will inspire the 
boxing community further.



1. Sordid 

2. Belligerent
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